INCIDENT TYPE: Suspicious Person

ESTIMATED DATE / TIME OF INCIDENT: April 25, 2017

LOCATION: 4600 Rickenbacker Causeway, Miami, FL 33149 (UM-RSMAS)

INCIDENT DESCRIPTION (INFORMATION ONLY): On April 13, 2017, RSMAS Office of Emergency Preparedness & Campus Safety, received a report that the below pictured individual identified as Dmitri Sinilnikov gained unauthorized access to NOAA Southeast Fisheries Science Center on Virginia Key on March 27, 2017. Sinilnikov utilized social engineering techniques to gain access to a computer in their facility before being removed. RSMAS Campus Safety confirmed through interviews. Sinilnikov has been on the RSMAS campus several times. Campus Safety confirmed via CCTV he utilized RSAMS Library computers on March 27, 2017.

On April 25, 2017 Sinilnikov, was observed riding his bike into the RSMAS campus. Sinilnikov, self-identified but did not produce ID or provide a phone number, claiming not to have one. MDPD was contacted and issued a trespass warning for University of Miami properties. There is No Probable Cause at this time.

Sinilnikov is considered a sophisticated computer hacker, with a penchant for obtaining credit card numbers and other personal information using software that records keystrokes. He has a history of tampering with computers and/or recorded keystrokes at colleges and universities in Florida, Arizona, and California in the past. He has been arrested at least twice presenting stolen identification to law enforcement. In 2008, he escaped minimum-security custody but was captured three days later. February 18th, 2017 Sinilnikov, was released by Florida Department of Corrections. Sinilnikov is a Russian national who rides bicycles for transportation and known to frequent homeless shelters.

**DMITRI SINILNIKOV**
64 year-old

(AKA: EUGENE ARTHUR COLE, CARLOS JIMENEZ, MICHAEL NEGRON, MICHAEL NEGRON, DMITRI SINILIKOV, DEMETRI SINILNIKOV, DMITRI SINILNIKOV)

Post this advisory as necessary to keep our community informed
Always report suspicious activity or behavior to the RSMAS Campus Safety
(305) 710-7991 or (305) 421-4766

Post this advisory as necessary to keep our community informed

Common Purpose: At the U, we transform lives through teaching, research, and service